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Where's the Love
Hanson

  Intro [G , F , C9 , F] 2x

Verse 1

G                  D
Something has been going on and I 
F                 C9   
don´t know what it is
G                  D 
You don´t mind the taking girl but you 
F                 C9  
don´t know how to give  

Prechorus
  
Am                   Bm
You drove me crazy , but I don´t know baby
C                         D7
You´re thinking that it´s me you´re fooling

Am                     Bm
Where´s the right in , all of our fighting
D7
Look at what you´re doing

CHORUS 2x

G
Where´s the love , 
F
it´s not enough
C                  D7  
it makes the world go round and round and round...

G
Where´s the love ,
F
just give it up
C                     D7                        G
it makes the world go round and round and round

[play the G chord for 3 measures]

[pause at the 4th measure and make a very suffering voice fill in...]

Verse 2



G               D
Can you tell me what you see
F                 C9
Whenever you look around
G                  D
We´re tripping all over ourselves and
F                  C9
Pulling each other down

Prechorus

Am                 Bm
We´re separating , counsciousness is fading
C                          D7
Are you thinking that it´s me you´re fooling

Am                    Bm    
Where´s the right in ,all of our fighting
D7                 
Look at , look at , look at what we´re doing

CHORUS 2x

E
Dark clouds all around , lighting , rain , pouring down
Am
Waiting for the bright light to break through
E
Face down on the ground , pick us up at the lost and found
D                                     A
We´ve got to change our point of view if we want the sky blue

[(E , A , D) 2x to accompain guitar solo]

Prechorus (Coda)

D                    E
We´re segregating , counsciousness is fading
F#m                    E7    
You´re thinking that it´s me you´re fooling

D                       F#m
Where´s the right in ,  all of our fighting
E7
Look at what we´re doing

CHORUS (Coda) 

A
Where´s the love , 



G
It´s not enough
F                     E7
It makes the world go round and round and round

A
Where´s the love , 
G
Just give it up
F                     E7
It makes the world go round and round and round

[Repeat the chorus chords 4 times with voice fill in]

Won´t you , won´t you give it up.


